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bubba's bad luck appears in the game's final area, where you take on a huge obstacle - that of the
"rock show" circuit of nightclubs. the rock show is run by the vile bubba, a notorious, one-handed
nightclub impresario who's capable of anything - even hang-gliding off the roof with a homemade
helicopter blade. bubba is not the only nightlife impresario in the area - however. canned weasels

provides a group of suicidal midget replicas who like to toss themselves off buildings, roll down hills,
and parachute out of windows. for their own amusement, bubba hires his own group of asari, krogan,

and jedi assassins in their most distinctive weapons, and outfits them with odd powers. super
snowman mode? underwater fighter jet? frying ushues on the moon? how did you make money in
this town, betty crocker? redneck rampage rides again is redneck at its most deceptively simple.

launching from the same basic, dual-analogs-sticking-together gameplay as the original game, it's
enriched with additional equipment, weapons, and an abundance of unlockable extras. a raft with a
sleep sack? you'll have to take it out in the water and pet-nap. an electric guitar? you'll have to find
one - and even if you do, you'll need a pickup and string to play it. some of the upgrades are real

surprises - like a zombie magnet that makes zombies trip into oncoming traffic. but there are more
than enough standard items to play with - including a few special-effects gags that were decidedly

absent from the first game. for example, the original game had no weapon that pulled down the road
to get to the player in a vehicle like a jalopy, but redneck rampage now has two. one pulls up and

you shoot the tires and hop in while the other rolls to a stop, and then you hop out and shoot.
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